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The Importance of Market Timing and Lessons from Earnings 
Season

____________________________________

This is how they determine what to buy.

Their market writers find the companies and the the tech and business 
writers will research the companies because they want to know the 
companies themselves.

Once all this data is gathered is when they begin to use the charts. 

Today's stock of the day Hilton Hotels...has been basing for a year. If you 
bought it now it could go side ways for months and your money is just 
sitting there.

You want to buy when the market is in an uptrend...not a downtrend. 

____________________________________

You need a system of some like CANSlim which combines both the 
fundamentals and the technicals using patterns to help manage your 



risks. Also make sure that the market is in your favor (i.e. not actively in a 
downtick...but at the end of a correction and beginning a new uptick.

•••••••••••••••••••••
3 Parts to their Method
•••••••••••••••••••••

1st | 

 Find a System for Analysis
The CANSlim System

CAN Current earnings + annual earnings + new products & service 
(new highs)

S  Supply & Demand - is there demand for those shares
L  Leader vs Laggert (is it a leader?)
I   is for institutions
M Mutual Funds...are they buying it?

2nd | 

Find a good list to track like 'The Mutual Fund Index' published daily at 
IBD and Market Smith

Because you need to know the 'sponsorship' of any prospective 
stock...sponsorship means who's buying it...are the big institutional 



investors buying it? You want them to be!

3rd |

Employ a strategy. This is their strategy. 

   Daily | They Examine Stocks Using This System

Personally, they check every breakout stock and donʼt use any filters.

 •••••••••••••••••••••
Examples of the System in Action
 •••••••••••••••••••••



1st Example | Shows Stocks that Reversed on Earnings and Were Sold 
Off Pretty Heavily | Ciena (CIEN)

They already had invested in Ciena

Ciena
The 1st stock in their list has to do with 5g. Last week it didnʼt have a 
great reaction to earnings last week. But their real story starts back in 
August...years ago it was a big leader but it s̓ been going sideways for 
years...maybe a decade. 

They had a big breakout back in August...meaning the price went up a 
lot...by a lot they mean 10-15%. Many might think this was a lost 
opportunity but it isnʼt. On Aug 30 reported earning had a massive 
move...eventually it formed a flat base (meaning it went sideways 
again...but this was when everything else was being pummeled.) So in 
November they put it on their leaderboard when it broke out again on Nov. 
3. 

It bounced around for the month or so...but it s̓ really hard for a stock to 
buck the downtrend. It was however bucking the trend by going 
sideways when everything else was going down. Now it s̓ up 30%...what 
should they do?  Overall, things are looking good for the company 
because 5g is up and coming.

The first morning after the day they began tracking it. 
They pay a lot of attention to how a stock trades in the morning. When 
earnings came out everything looked good. They beat the estimates...it 
tapped up in the morning and they were all high-fixing...then it started 



fading. It ended up going down after a significant high. It hit new extremes 
for both highs and lows...it had an Outside day. But also the Outside day 
was on the downtrend...so It was a negative reversal...that's a really bad 
sign, so they ended up selling the stock that day and cut their losses. 

They've seen this negative reversal trend with several companies 
recently.

Ciena 
Splunk
Auto desk

All 3 are at lower prices than they were at the close of their earnings 
reversal day. It s̓ highly likely that they will continue to go 
down...although they are holding on the 50 day average.

Outside Day - a stock that experiences both a high higher than the prior 
day and a low that's lower than the previous day.

2nd Example |  ATLASSIAN (TEAM)

Sometimes a stock can sell off and then do better. It looked like it was 
going to be great at first in the morning. It opened up, gapped up...and 
then it started going lower...but then it recovered during the next week.

Lesson to be learning here is maybe you need to draw a line in the sand 
for what your action will be and stick to it.



____________________________________

What About Software Companies?

They personally are very strong on software companies.  You may miss 
some coming out but you can pick them up later if you watch them.

____________________________________

3rd Example (software) | CYBERARK  (CYBR) 3/24/19



It made a new low in November and then when the market was selling off 
it actually held above that prior low which was a great clue and a key 
divergence they look for.
So they put it on leaderboard on Jan 28th, as it broke out and held its gain 
and then it had earnings recently and gapped up and has been moving 
higher.

So, right now this is a stock that's extended...which means you 
shouldnʼt run and buy it. (It did have one drop since then but it came 
right back.)

Extended means it s̓ possible peaked and donʼt buy it now...but watch 
it.

Why We're Talking About It
It was one of the first to break out. It s̓ acted well on earnings during the 
little pullback last week. It got support (meaning sponsorship, meaning 
institutions bought it) then is did sell off one day but came right back. So, 
it might make a flat base or pulls back,to,the 10 week. 

So, although you may have missed it in the 1st breakout of top tier stocks, 
rather than going out and buying a 2nd or 3rd tier stock you should 
consider watching it. If it makes a flatbase or goes back to the 10 week 
pullout price it may become a  buy opportunity.

4th Example  ZSCALER  ( ZS) 



Itʼs nice and tight ahead of the earnings report.
A software security group that they put on the leaderboard that they put 
on with options several weeks ago. (Buying with options limits the risk to 
the price of the option.),ZS was acting well, it broke out and is behaving 
well and moving higher. So the first opportunity to buy has passed, but it s̓ 
better to watch this and look for a 2nd opportunity instead to buy 
(because itʼs more powerful) than to buy something that's lower quality.

____________________________________

Conclusion



The cool thing about their system is that itʼs a strategy that anyone 
can learn. When it's a bear market like now, this is a strategy that not 
only keeps you surviving but puts you in a position of strength. It 
makes you look forward to corrections.

Their founder is William J O'Neill who shared this when them when 
they came onboard. Perhaps his greatest strength was that despite his 
having opinions about how things would progress, he was able to 
change his strategy on a dime when the situation warranted it. HE 
LISTENED TO THE MARKET. He bought eBay because it had all the 
characteristics they discussed today.

____________________________________

A Look at the Market Today

The S&P moved off the bottom is moving up. It's eclipsed it s̓ old high now. 
After the follow through day it s̓ critical to watch the next 3 or 4 weeks. 

You'll never get out at the top and in at the bottom...but if you can get near those 
extremes you'll be ahead.

____________________________________

Investment Strategy | the CANSlim System

It combines the best of both works. Fundamentals like earnings and sales growth 



with technicals like chart patterns and pice performance.

This is how they determine what to buy.


